It is generally accepted that the disturbance interpretation cannot explain Heisenberg's uncertainty relation ∆x ∆p ≈ h. In this paper a clear distinction will be made between the notion of state preparation and measurement, and the disturbance that is referred to in Heisenberg's disturbance interpretation is usually the disturbance that is caused by the measurement. The main goal of this paper is to examine and discuss to what extent disturbance during the state preparation plays a role in the interpretation of Heisenberg's uncertainty relation. This examination will be done in the context of the single-slit experiment. To conclude this paper a novel single-slit experiment will be proposed and discussed with which a clearer insight could be gained in the exact role of disturbance when a quantum system passes a single-slit.
Introduction
In 1927 Heisenberg [1] published his famous uncertainty relation ∆x ∆p ≈ h.
(1)
One particular interpretation that was shared by Heisenberg himself, namely the disturbance interpretation, is the issue of this paper. Heisenberg's view was that understanding quantum phenomena centers on the idea that a measurement disturbs the measured quantum system in an unpredictable way. Heisenberg proposed that the value of an observable is well-defined right after the measurement, and is therefore more or less created during the measurement. According to his view, the measurement causes a disturbance on the value of the observables that are not compatible with the measured one. For Heisenberg it is therefore the measurement itself that determines the final state of the quantum system (or object). This disturbance interpretation, however, has received criticism by several authors, just to name a few; Ballentine [2] , Hooker [3] and Brown & Redhead [4] .
Ballentine, for instance, discusses the Uncertainty Principle (p. 365) and studies in the context of a single-slit experiment what the role is of the disturbance coming from the measuring devices (array of detectors which make up the screen). His conclusion, which contradicts Heisenberg's conclusion, is that the Uncertainty Principle (UP) "… is not in any real sense related to the possible disturbance of a system by the measurement.", a conclusion that is generally accepted. It is important to note that Ballentine makes a clear distinction between two notions, namely: state preparation and the measurement itself; the state preparation being done between the time instance that the system entered the single-slit and the instance just prior to the measurement. As the UP is not related to any disturbance from the measurement, it is then according to Ballentine's conclusion clear that the UP (∆x∆p≈h) is related to the state preparation. About Ballentine's conclusion I would like to emphasize that the disturbance he mentions comes exclusively from the measurement itself; Ballentine does not study what impact a disturbance coming from the state-preparer (the single-slit) might have on the system (particle) and what role that disturbance could play in the UP during the state preparation.
Hooker's paper then is not directly about Heisenberg's uncertainty relation (or principle) as such but about the notion of disturbance. In his paper (p. 262) Hooker cites Heisenberg's approach of understanding quantum phenomena where the disturbance is considered as the physical interaction between the measured system and the measuring instrument in which a quantum of energy is exchanged during a finite transition time. Hooker then continues and comes to lemma P7 (p. 263), which says that during the finite transition time no definite energy can be assigned to the systems involved in the interaction. Any attempt to attribute a definite energy to P7 leads to a contradiction in the reasoning, which is, according to Hooker, incompatible with the "disturbance" interpretation. Unfortunately, Hooker is in his paper not quite clear how the disturbance interpretation cannot explain the uncertainty relation. In fact, from his study it looks like he puts in question the (his) notion of disturbance itself. But that is not what we see in any collision or Compton experiment! For instance, an incident photon that collides with an object system will effectively interact with the object, exchange energy and momentum with it and finally scatter away, which results in a different energy and momentum than before for both the photon and the object. So, whatever happens during the time of the interaction between the photon and object, whether or not we can assign a definite energy during the interaction time, it is an experimental fact that an interaction takes effectively place as well as an energy and momentum exchange. An in-depth discussion about Hookers reasoning is not within the scope of this paper but it should be clear that it is not the validity of the notion of disturbance as such in a physical interaction that should be the issue of the discussion but the role that any disturbance can play in the interpretation of Heisenberg's uncertainty relation.
Brown & Redhead discuss a very particular aspect of uncertainty, namely the transfer of uncertainty from one system to another during an interaction. In the case of Heisenberg's microscope this would mean that the uncertainty relation comes from the incident photon's quantal uncertainty (indeterminacy) that has been transferred to the object system under study (and to the scattered photon) during the interaction at the time of scattering. The obvious question Brown & Redhead ask themselves is then where the quantal uncertainty of the incident photon comes from? The idea that the uncertainty relation is coming from another system through the transfer of uncertainty (via an interaction in their case) is indeed untenable. However, the most worrying is maybe in the last paragraph of their conclusion (p. 18), which says that the source of the uncertainty relations is not to be sought in the disturbance by interaction with another quantal system. This conclusion shows at least a few weaknesses. First, how well can this conclusion be generalized to the case where the incident quantum system interacts with another "quantal system" that is very massive as in the case of a single-slit device? Secondly, apart from the fact that an interaction can transfer uncertainty, the interaction itself could also be responsible for generating an additional disturbance during the state preparation (as will be illustrated in the next section with the single-slit experiment) and the role in the UP of this kind of disturbance has not been studied by Brown & Redhead. Now the interpretation of the uncertainty relation has been debated by many authors, but it has never been settled completely, and the debate actually resurfaced recently after Storey et al. [5] concluded that the interference pattern in a double-slit experiment is a consequence of Heisenberg's uncertainty relation and not of a more fundamental concept. The debate started earlier with a proposal from Scully et al. [6] where they theoretically showed that the disappearance of the interference pattern is due to entanglement and not to any "momentum kick" disturbance on the quantum system (see also Knight [7] ). The debate continued by Englert et al. [8] and Storey et al. [9] , and in 1998 the results of an experiment from Dürr et al. [10] were published, an experiment that seems to confirm what was theoretically predicted by Scully. Noteworthy is that the very recently performed experiments of Bertet et al. [11] also seems to confirm the predictions of Scully. A careful study of any classic interference experiment, like the double-slit (or single-slit as in Fig. 1 ), clearly reveals that upon passage through the slit(s) the quantum systems have indeed experienced some kind of a (transverse) momentum disturbance (or deviation) as the interference pattern exhibits a transverse momentum distribution along the screen. But, as Knight might put it, how exactly does the notion of this kind of disturbance get involved? As the definition of "disturbance" usually differs from author to author, also here one could ask: what exactly do the authors in the recent debate mean with "momentum" or "momentum kick" disturbance? Do they mean that the absolute value of the momentum, i.e., |p|, of the quantum system changed in their "which-way" experiment? Or do they mean that after passage through the slit(s) only the transverse momentum (distribution) of the quantum system has been altered or disturbed while tacitly ignoring any assumption on the new value of |p|. For instance, in the paper of Dürr the momentum disturbance they consider seems clearly to be of the latter type, i.e., a transverse momentum disturbance superimposed on the transverse momentum distribution. The central question that is dealt with in that recent debate is: Can their (transverse) momentum disturbance cause the interference pattern to vanish during a "which-way" experiment? The answer of Dürr is negative, i.e., the disturbance is too small and their conclusion is that the entanglement between the atom's momentum and its internal state destroys the interference. The question that I would like to put forward is an equally fundamental but a very different one, that is: to what extent does a transverse momentum disturbance (or deviation) play a role in the build-up or creation of the interference pattern during the time the quantum systems pass the slit(s) or right after, i.e., during the state preparation of the quantum systems.
In this paper I will try to answer the latter question by studying and defining the exact role of "disturbance" during the state preparation in the context of the single-slit experiment. So, looking at the disturbance problem from Ballentine's paper, I will pick up in the next two sections the thread where Ballentine actually left it, i.e., at the state preparation.
The single-slit experiment
A mathematical analysis of the single-slit experiment can, among other papers and books, be found in Hilgevoord [12] , Uffink [13] and Jammer [14] . In this section I will focus on trying to see what actually happens on the level of individual systems (particle's). It is generally accepted that the diffraction curve in Fig. 1 , which can be seen, for instance, on a (photographic) detector sheet (screen), is the result of the wave aspects of the individual systems. This means that when a single individual system passes trough the single-slit, the probability to detect the system somewhere on the detector is determined by the local amplitude of the diffraction curve. Once a first individual system has hit the detector a second system can be fired into the single-slit, after which it is then detected at some other position on the detector. This way a diffraction (interference) pattern gradually builds up as can be seen in the papers of Tonomura et al. [15] and Merli et al. [16] for the case of a double-slit experiment with electrons. Noteworthy to mention is that the experiments of Merli and Tonomura are biprism experiments. For a classical single-and double-slit experiment with electrons I would like to refer the reader to the very illustrative and groundbreaking work of Jönsson [17] published as early as 1961. Further in the paper I will refer mostly to the pictures in Fig. 5 of Tonomura's paper because those illustrate very clearly the statistical nature and the gradual build-up of the interference pattern. Also noteworthy to mention is that all diffraction and interference experiments referred to in this paper are wide-beam experiments. That is, in Fig. 1 the incident beam is at least as wide as the slit so that the corpuscular particle-part of the passing system(s) has an equal probability to appear anywhere within ∆x.
Let us see what happens when only a few single systems pass through a vertically lined up single-slit and hit the detector. Note that the position of the impact of those few systems (electrons) on the detector can be determined very accurately (see Fig. 3 in Ballentine's paper and Fig. 5 .a,b,c in Tonomura's paper). The systems detected on the detector will be at first sight scattered randomly to the left and the right. It is very clear without any doubt that the direction of motion of the few single systems has been changed or disturbed (there is now a transverse component, parallel along the screen) during some time between the time instance the systems entered the slit and the moment just before they impacted the detector, i.e., during the time of state preparation. This change or deviation in direction of the system's motion is what I consider and define as "disturbance" throughout this paper and which is essential for the observation of any diffraction or interference curve. This disturbance is quite different from the disturbance that for instance Dürr considered in his experiment. Furthermore, the single-slit is a massive and stiff device so that the net momentum transfer from the quantum system to the single-slit device upon the system's passage through the slit is negligible. This implies that we can assume that the absolute value of the system's momentum, i.e. |p|, remains practically unchanged during the state preparation.
As the number of systems detected on the detector increases from a few to a large number we notice that the disturbance in direction, which the individual systems have experienced, is not 100% random as the systems have a preference for certain directions and try to avoid others so as to build up a diffraction pattern with maximum and minimum density. As it is shown by Ballentine that the disturbance caused by the measurement itself cannot explain ∆x ∆p ≈ h, it is obvious that the creation of the diffraction pattern and consequently the disturbance of the direction of the systems' motion must have taken place during the state preparation. Summarizing, we can say that during the state preparation of the systems there are two things at work here; (1) a disturbance in direction so that the systems get left and right scattered and (2) the in direction disturbed systems seem to be drawn or directed into certain directions which lead later on to the observed diffraction maximums on the detector. Therefore, the relation ∆x ∆p ≈ h has two aspects, i.e. first, the transverse momentum dispersion (curve (b) in Fig. 1 ) on the measured transverse momentum of an ensemble of systems and, second, the fact that ∆x and ∆p are complementary. We will first focus on the issue of ∆x and ∆p being complementary.
Let us have a look at the experimentally observed diffraction curve (a) in Fig. 1 and let us especially concentrate on the distance W between the two first-order minimums, which is proportional to ∆p. Note that in Fraunhofer regime W can be approximated as
where λ is the wavelength of the systems, ∆x is the width of the slit and L is the distance between the single-slit and the screen. If we now decrease the width ∆x of the single-slit, then W will increase and vice versa, i.e., ∆x and W act complementary. As the position of the two first order minimums, and so the width W between them, is determined exclusively by the wave properties of the incident system, ∆x being complementary with W is therefore a pure wave phenomenon. Consequently, as ∆p is proportional to the distance W, we come to the conclusion that ∆x is complementary with ∆p is just as well a pure wave phenomenon. Let it be clear that the notion of ∆x and ∆p being complementary is not at all the result of any disturbance coming from the measurement itself on the screen nor is it the result of any disturbance (or deviation) in the system's direction of motion during and/or after passage through the slit.
However, with the aspect of the transverse momentum dispersion the situation is different and disturbance of the system's direction of motion does play a role. It is due to this disturbance that the systems get left and right scattered during the state preparation. That this disturbance is a prerequisite for observing a diffraction (interference) curve can be easily verified with the following though-experiment. Just image the situation where there isn't any disturbance in the system's direction of motion during the state preparation. This would imply that after passage through the slit the direction of the trajectories of all systems would be the same as the direction of the incident beam, i.e., along the symmetry line of the experimental setup. Such an experiment would result in the observation of a thin line as thick as the width of the slit and no diffraction pattern would be observed. So, as a conclusion we can say that the disturbance (or deviation) in transverse direction of the system's motion during state preparation is really primary and a prerequisite for introducing a transverse momentum spread (and a momentum dispersion curve, as curve (b) in Fig. 1 ) which on turn is essential for observing a diffraction curve.
There is, however, still the question of where exactly between the slit and the screen (and during the state preparation) curve (b) appears and where exactly the formation of the interference fringes (i.e. the clustering of the systems into certain directions) takes place? For the double-slit experiment, there is no doubt that the formation of the fringes cannot take place in the two slits itself nor can it take place right after the double-slit. The onset of the formation of the fringes must take place from some distance onwards behind the double-slit once the systems passed it. This can be deduced from Fig. 2 in Tonomura's paper. There is no reason that prohibits us from applying this finding to the single-slit case, that is: the formation of the fringes only happens once the systems have past the single-slit. Furthermore, curve (b) represents a transverse momentum spread that reflects the disturbance of the system's direction of motion. It is reasonable to assume that this disturbance is caused by some kind of an interaction between the system(s) and the edges of the slit. Therefore, the formation of curve (b) must happen during the time the systems are in the single-slit and/or maybe right after they passed the slit but certainly not at any time later. So, in this particular single-slit scheme that I envisage, there is first the formation of curve (b) which is effectively present right after the slit, and then later the superposition of the fringes on that curve so that curve (b) gradually evolves to curve (a) over some distance between the slit and the screen. Where exactly between the slit and the screen the formation of the fringes happens can be experimentally determined by varying the distance L between the slit and the screen from Fraunhofer regime to a value in the order of ∆x or even less and see at what distance the interference fringes disappear. Note that from the technical point of view this experiment would require a high-resolution detector, or at least with the resolution that is a lot higher than ∆x. The discussion in this paragraph should give the reader a clear picture about what the role is of the disturbance of the system's direction of motion in this single-slit scheme that I envisage.
Aside from the central issue of the role of disturbance in ∆x ∆p ≈ h, an interesting question might be; what causes the disturbance in direction on the individual systems upon passage through the single-slit? Clearly, there seems to be an interaction somehow between the quantum system and the edges of the slit. The answer I would like propose is maybe controversial. First, it should be emphasized that all systems that pass the slit have a dual particle-wave character. Note that the notion of "wave" in this context means de Broglie wave. The still rudimentary particle-wave model that I envisage for the quantum system is one in which the system can be considered as a point-particle, which has a corpuscular (point-like and classical) character, joint by (or attached to) a wave that remains at all times in the immediate vicinity of the corpuscular particle-part and from which the amplitude or strength rolls off with the distance between the object with which there is an interaction (in this case the edges of the slit) and the particle-part of the quantum system. In other words, the further away the observer is from the particle-part, the weaker the observed wave is of the corresponding system. It is then the wave itself (and not the particle-part) that directly interacts with the edges of the slit during passage. Consequently, since the particle-part is attached to its corresponding wave, this direct interaction between wave and slit in turn causes the disturbance in the motion's direction of the particle-part of the system. As is shown in Fig. 5 .a,b,c of Tonomura's paper, it is then this particle-part of the systems that one can see left and right scattered on the screen. The fact that it must be the wave and not the particle-part of the systems that directly interacts with the edges of the slit can be deduced from the fact that the incident beam of single systems can be taken as spatially homogeneously distributed across the slit during passage. That way the particle-part of the vast majority of the systems will pass the slit between the edges and not at or near the edges. From the interference experiments not only with photons but also with massive systems, such as electrons, neutrons (Zeilinger [18] ), atoms and even molecules (Arndt et al. [19] ), it is clear that this "disturbance in direction" must be caused by a classical mechanical force which pushes the systems to the left or right upon and/or (right) after passage through the slit.
Hence, the issue of the disturbance of the direction of the system's motion is confined to an interaction between the wave itself and the edges of the single-slit. Nevertheless, we come back to a similar question as the one that Knight came forward with, that is: how exactly does the wave interact with the edges of the slit? And, furthermore, how would the relation then be between that interaction and the direction of the system's motion after it passed the slit. If we can get a grip on that interaction, can we then also get a control on the disturbance and quantify it? Furthermore, it is noteworthy to mention that in this discussion assumptions have been made on two levels. First, in the rudimentary particle-wave model that I envisage and, second, in the singleslit scheme, i.e., I adhere the scheme in which first a dispersion curve is created on which then later the fringes are superimposed. Question: is that scheme really correct? Could it be that the momentum dispersion is not created in and/or right after the slit but further behind the slit simultaneously with the formation of the fringes? There is only one way to shed more light on the possible answers to all those questions in this paragraph, and that is by performing a novel experiment, which I will now propose in the following section.
Proposed experiment
The proposed experiment is given in Fig. 2 . The essential issue in this experiment is that the (corpuscular) particle-part of all the quantum systems enters the slit in a very narrow range b centered at one particular coordinate x b . The fine beam of systems is composed of single system, i.e., a system enters the slit only when the preceding system has been detected. The systems in the beam should be mono-energetic, or at least as much as possible mono-energetic determined by the resolution of the experimental setup. The beam's thickness b should be significantly smaller than the system's wavelength λ and significantly smaller than the width ∆x of the slit. I would like to emphasize the fact that b is determined by the particle-part of the systems and not by the wave that accompanies the corresponding particle-part. Just as in Fig. 1, in Fig. 2 only the particle-part of the systems is depicted and not the accompanying wave. So, in Fig. 1 and 2 the size of the black dots representing the particle-part of the systems is many orders smaller than the wavelength of the corresponding systems. Furthermore, the length L between the slit and the screen is large enough so that we can consider the experiment in Fraunhofer regime.
Once the systems passed the slit at coordinate x b one might expect that on the screen a diffraction pattern with interference fringes (curve (a)) will build up with time. However, according to my insight there is a very good chance that curve (a) will not be the pattern that will be observed if the proposed experiment is implemented. I believe another pattern might appear, more specifically curve (c) in Fig. 2 , that is, one narrow curve (line) at coordinate x p on the screen with a width d significantly narrower than the width of an interference fringe, i.e., d < λ L / ∆x. The qualitative explanation I give to curve (c) is the following. If an ensemble of identical systems all enter the slit at the same coordinate x b , then upon passage through the slit all systems will experience exactly the same "disturbance in direction" because the relative position of the wave with respect to the edges of the slit is the same for all the passing quantum systems. That means that upon passage through the slit the systems are not randomly scattered but are all scattered in one particular and the same direction impacting the screen at coordinate x p . According to my insight in the particle-wave model and in the single-slit experiment, the width d of curve (c) will be a clear function of L, ∆x, b and x b , i.e.,
where the position x p on the screen will be a function of L, ∆x and x b , i.e., However, I expect that curve (c) will only appear as a narrow and single peak if x p coincides with the coordinates of the peak of one of the fringes of curve (a), i.e., coordinates … f -2 , f -1 , f 0 , f 1 , f 2 , … in Fig. 2 . If x p would coincide with the coordinate between two peaks in curve (a), then curve (c) will transform into a curve with two peaks as can be seen in Fig. 3 . As in Fig. 3 the coordinate of the fine beam, i.e. x b , sweeps from x b = 0 to 0 < x b < ∆x/2 the density curve will evolve from curve (d) over (e), (f), (g) to the curve (h). The fact that in Fig. 3 the double peaked curves have a density that is zero at positions z -1 and z -2 can be explained as follows. The interference minimums that can be seen in curve (a) are the result of the wave character of the individual quantum systems. So, whether we fire a single quantum into the slit as a stand alone system, or as part of a fine beam or as part of a wide beam as in Fig. 1 , any quantum system will have a probability of near zero to hit the screen at coordinates …, z -1 , z -2 , z 1 , z 2 , … Therefore, in curve (e) and (f) the forbidden trajectory x b → z -1 will split into the nearest allowed trajectories x b → f 0 and x b → f -1 resulting in two density peaks.
If an implementation of this proposed experiment would result in the observation of curve (c) then not only would this experiment contribute to a better understanding of how interference is created and would it give us a deeper insight in the notion of "disturbance in direction" when a quantum system passes a slit; the experiment would also show that one can make predictions significantly more accurate than what Heisenberg suggests with his relation ∆x ∆p ≈ h. That is, even before an experiment is performed one could from the values of L, ∆x, b, λ and x b in Fig. 2 predict the transverse momentum with an error ∆p so low that ∆x ∆p would be significantly less than h: i.e. ∆x ∆p << h. The latter would also entail that Heisenberg's relation (and its corresponding uncertainty principle) is not fundamental in quantum physics but merely the result of the fact that quantum theory is an incomplete theory. On the level of the contemporary known quantum theory, x b would then be a hidden variable being made accessible thanks to the sub-wavelength diameter beam.
Question now is, how well can the proposed experiment be implemented? With neutrons as quantum systems that may turn out to be very difficult for the obvious reason that a neutron's trajectory is not so easy to control. So focusing a beam of low-energy neutrons into a beam with b << λ (λ = neutron's wavelength) could be a (too) difficult job. Atoms (ions), electrons and photons, on the other hand, should be easier to control and are therefore likely better candidates for using them as quantum systems in the experiment. Consider a single-slit electron experiment ( 
Sub-wavelength beam diameter
One may raise questions about the feasibility of such a beam with sub-wavelength diameter and wonder whether or not that is even possible in principle? And even so, is the basic technology available to develop such a sub-wavelength diameter beam? Well, it is my believe that both questions can be answered affirmative and the discussion in this section will further elucidate this issue of feasibility.
Focusing a beam so that the particle-part of all quantum systems hits the target on an area from which the diameter is significantly smaller than the wavelength is in principle possible. Let us take the following thought experiment. A single photon particle of wavelength λ = 600 nm (visible range), corresponding with an energy E ≈ 2 eV, impinges a target plate composed of atoms from which the ionization energy is ≈ 1.9 eV.
Note that just as a bound electron from an excited atom can emit a photon after deexcitation, the same electron can absorb a photon. So, in the best case the impinging photon will release no more than one electron upon its absorption and therefore ionize only one atom. The fact that only one electron is released, which was before confined in a space from which the diameter is at most 1 Å (0.1 nm) while the photon's λ = 600 nm, is a clear indication that all the photon's energy must have been confined in a very small space which is at least significantly smaller than the photon's wavelength, and that is in the photon's particle-part. Once the ionized ion has recombined, and so back neutral, there is no objection to fire a second 2 eV photon towards the recombined atom so that its particle-part interacts with the same atom and ionizes it again. Some time later it recombines again and we can repeat the procedure many more times. This, in fact, corresponds with a 2 eV photon beam from which the photon's particle-part falls within a beam diameter of 1 Å or less. So, in principle there is no problem at all with firing a 1 Å 2 eV photon beam towards the same atom.
An issue to pay attention to maybe is how to define a "beam" diameter. In Fig. 2 of this paper the beam is defined by the particle-part of the quantum systems. In some experimental setups, however, the beam is defined in a different way. For instance, in the field of Scanning Electron Beam Microscopy, the beam diameter is sometimes defined as a certain percentage of the maximum of the impacting current at the target (see Weyland [20] Chapter 3, and Refs. 21, 22 and 23). It is not unimaginable that in an optics experiment the quantum systems in the beam are considered as spheres from which the diameter is one, two, or even more wavelengths. So, in such an experiment it is then quite trivial that a beam made up of the latter quantum systems can have a diameter of no less than respectively one, two or more wavelengths depending on the minimum size considered for the quantum systems. In our single-slit experiment the minimum size of the quantum systems is the size of their particle-part (so any wave excluded) so that the beam diameter can be significantly less than the wavelength of the quantum system in the beam. Now that it is clear that a beam diameter of less than the wavelength is in principle possible, the question remains if also the technology is available to develop such a thin beam? Well, the basic technology to develop such a beam using different quantum systems such as photons, atoms and electrons, is definitely available. Let us consider the situation for photons. In the field of optical telecommunications singlemode optical fibers are used to transport the optical signals. Those fibers allow a single frequency (channel) single-mode optical signal to travel over distances of several hundreds of kilometers with almost no dispersion. According to Ishak [24] , theoretically a single-mode optical fiber could carry 25 terabits per second. In practice the (opto)electronics at the fiber-ends is the limiting factor; currents state of the art is in the order of 40 Gbit/s per single frequency (per channel) single-mode optical signal [25] . More information about how single-mode optical fibers transport optical signals and about the issue of (wave-guide) dispersion can be found in Refs. 26 and 27. The fact that the dispersion of a single frequency single-mode pulse is so small is due to the fact that the particle-part of the photons moves along the central axis of the optical fiber within a range in the order of less than a fraction of its wavelength. Hence, certainly in a straight stretched fiber, the particle-part of the photons make up a beam from which the diameter is only a fraction of the wavelength. If that would not be the case and suppose the photons' particle-part would move along different parallel trajectories further away from the central axis in the fiber, then even the slightest bending of the fiber would cause a significant extra dispersion, greatly degrading the performance of the fiber, and that is clearly not the case in single-mode fibers.
Question now is, would it be possible to extract this photon beam from the fiber and pass is trough the single-slit of our experiment? Of course, as we cannot pass the fiber itself through the single-slit, we have to break off the fiber so that the fiber ends with a tip. A possibility is then to position the fiber's end (fiber tip) right in front of the single-slit. Note that one should pay attention to the fact that once the photon beam has left the fiber, that the beam doesn't diverge but remains parallel so that it's diameter remains only a fraction of the beam's wavelength. The latter would at least require a particular shaped fiber tip and maybe even extra focusing optics.
One might wonder if a beam with a sub-wavelength diameter would allow us to probe structures with sub-wavelength resolution? Well, the answer is definitely yes and such a device already exists for more than a decade and is called the Scanning Near-field Optical Microscope (SNOM) [28] [29] [30] [31] . Laser light in the visible range (λ = 600 nm to 400 nm) is fired into a single-mode optical fiber and then focused onto a spot with a diameter in the order of 50 nm, or even less [29] , using a coated fiber tip. The resolution varies from λ/10 to λ/15 and even higher depending on the fiber tip technology. There is no doubt that the basic technology to focus photons on a spot with a sub-wavelength diameter is available since more than decade. The only problem with a SNOM device is that the direction of part of the exiting photons at the fiber tip is not parallel with the central axis of symmetry of the fiber tip, i.e., the photon beam diverges. So, although the basic technology is commercially available, there is still some technological development ahead in order to ensure a beam of parallel moving photons once they left the fiber tip. Now, a photon beam might look obvious but photons are actually an extreme case in that respect that they do not have a rest mass. Let us go to the other extreme and discuss the situation of a beam of atoms, more specifically of atom ions. Laser cooling and trapping of a single ion can be performed in several different ways but I would like to focus on a combination of a linear Paul trap with laser cooling [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] . State of art trapping and cooling manages to confine a single ion within a space with dimensions smaller than 10 nm (see Ref. 37 , p. 263 and Ref. 38 , p. 8), i.e., the width of the single ion's wave function is less than 10 nm. This is already good but not really good enough for our single-slit experiment. The way to confine the single ion even more is by introducing an optical cavity, thereby introducing cavity Quantum Electro Dynamics (QED). Recent work from Gulde et al. [39] (Section 2.2.2) reports about a localization down to 7 nm for the ions in a one-dimensional lattice and Eschner et al. [40] (p. 367) reports about a confinement of 6 nm, and that in axial direction for both publications. Thanks to the ioncavity mode coupling the ion(s) can be exactly positioned with nm accuracy. This nm positioning accuracy (radial, however) is needed to generate a sub-wavelength beam diameter for our single-slit experiment. The required basic technology is already available in a number of laboratories around the world. Now, how exactly would our proposed experimental setup with trapped ions look like? Well, we start with a vertically aligned linear Paul trap, i.e., the central axis of the trap is vertical (and parallel along the direction of the earth's gravitational field lines) as in Fig. 2 In our proposed experiment this angle must be 90 degrees so that the extra strong confinement is established in radial direction, more specifically in the x-direction. Furthermore, in our suggested experiment the mirrors need to be cylindrical (in stead of spherical) with a height of, let us say, 2 cm. What was a focal point before with spherical mirrors becomes now with cylindrical mirrors a focal line parallel to the two mirror surfaces. This focal line must also coincide with the central axis of the Paul trap, i.e., the z-axis. This way a strong confinement in the x-direction, in the order of a few nm, can be established over a distance of 2 cm along the z-axis. The single ion will then be trapped and cooled exactly in the middle of the cavity, with an accuracy of nm in the x-direction and in the order of less than a micrometer (µm) along the z-direction. Based on the literature, I expect that a high performing classical laser cooling in the z-direction is sufficient to obtain a single ion positioning with µm accuracy and that an optical cavity (cooling) in the z-direction in not needed.
The idea is then the following. Mount right underneath the optical cavity a horizontally positioned single-slit plate from which the slit width is, let us say, 200 to 400 nm and is aligned along the y-axis, i.e. perpendicular to the direction of the strong optical cavity confinement which is in the x-direction. The (central) z-axis of the trap must pass through the single-slit. The next step is then to trap and cool a single Ca + ion in the middle of the optical cavity so that the difference in height (h) between the position of the cooled Ca + ion and the single-slit plate is h = 1 cm. Once the Ca + ion is maximally cooled, radial as well as along the z-axis, one can then switch off only the vertical cooling, while maintaining the radial cooling and maintaining the strong (optical cavity driven) confinement in the x-direction.
The result is that the Ca + ion drops in free fall over a distance of 1 cm and thereby gains a kinetic energy E k , which corresponds with a certain wavelength for the ion by the time it reaches the single-slit. Note that the idea of letting an atom or ion fall freely is also used in Cesium Fountain Atomic Clocks [41] . Once the Ca + ion reaches the slit, and that is after t = √(2h/g) ≈ 45 ms with h = 1 cm and g ≈ 9.81 m/s 2 , then ALL cooling must be switched off so that the ion can freely interfere with the single-slit while passing it. Some distance underneath the single-slit plate we could mount a horizontal substrate on which the ion can then drop onto and remain stuck to the substrate without diffusing or wondering around on the substrate. Once the first Ca + ion has reached the substrate then the whole procedure of loading the trap with a second Ca + ion, further trapping and cooling it repeats itself resulting in a second Ca + ion that reaches the substrate underneath the single-slit. If the procedure is repeated many times, an atom (interference) pattern will emerge on the substrate. Later on we can then analyze the substrate surface and observe the atom (interference) pattern by using, for instance, a Scanning Electron Beam Microscope. Noteworthy to mention is that the atom pattern on the substrate will be deformed due to the gravitational acceleration the Ca + ions keep on experiencing once they passed the single-slit. This deformation can be easily calculated.
What now follows are some key figures. The atom weight of Ca is ≈ 40 so that the mass m can be calculated as m ≈ 6.7×10 -26 kg. The kinetic energy E k of the Ca + ion at the single-slit equals the potential energy E p of the Ca + ion for a height (h) of 1 cm. Hence, with g ≈ 9.81 m/s 2 , E k = E p = mgh ≈ 41 neV. From this E k , and with E k <<< E o , one can calculate the ion's wavelength λ using the approximate relation
where h is Planck's constant, c is the speed of light and E o is the rest energy of the Ca [42] , then the Ca + ion can be cooled to the zero-point energy, given as E = hν/2. With aforementioned figures for the frequency this results in a zero-point radial energy E r ≈ 2.9 neV and a zero-point axial (vertical) energy E z ≈ 0.3 neV respectively corresponding with λ r ≈ 83 nm and λ z ≈ 245 nm.
Question is: are these energies low enough so to generate an nm-wide monoenergetic ion beam which is not too divergent. In other words, are the trajectories of the free falling ions parallel enough? Well, the vertical energy E z ≈ 0.3 neV is maybe low enough not to deteriorate the mono-energetic character of the ion beam, but the critical quantity here is the radial energy, E r , (especially along the x-direction) and a value of ≈ 2.9 neV (≈ 4.6×10 -28 J) is far too high. This can be easily verified. Let us call the radial energy along the x-direction E x , and its corresponding momentum p x . With a single-slit width of 200 nm p x of the incident ion beam should remain significantly smaller than h/∆x, i.e., p x << h/∆x ≈ 3.3×10 -27 N.s, in order not to destroy the expected patterns in Fig. 3 . Let us put forward a zero-point p x two orders of magnitude smaller than that limit, say p x = 10 -29 N.s; with m the mass of the Ca + ion, this then corresponds with the critical limit E x = p 2 /2m ≈ 7.7×10 -34 J which is 6 orders of magnitude smaller than the 2.9 neV we have with the trapping conditions in the Paul trap from previous paragraph.
Note that in the case of Ca atoms (in stead of Ca + ) the E x of the incident atoms in the single-slit would be determined not only by their secular ground state motion in the trap but also by their temperature, T, they have when several atoms would be at the same time in the trap (case of dilute Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC)). With E = k B T/2 one can calculate that an E ≈ 7.7×10 -34 J corresponds with a T ≈ 100 pK. Although next reference is in the field of BEC using a gravito-magnetic trap and not in the field of single ion trapping, Ketterle's group [43] reported effective temperatures in the range of 30 pK for a BEC with 2500 sodium ( 23 Na) atoms. The other problem is to reduce the trap frequency. The zero-point energy must be in the range (or lower) of E ≈ 7.7×10 -34 J which corresponds (using the relation E = hν/2 ) with a trap frequency of ν ≈ 3Hz. The trap frequency was in the case of [43] as low as 1 Hz. So, the basic technology for creating temperatures in the pK range and trap frequencies in the range of 1 Hz (or lower) is available. Does this mean that in principle we could drop with nm accuracy monoenergetic ions/atoms one after another at always the same x-coordinate in a single-slit? Well, not quite (yet). From any quantum physics text book discussing the linear harmonic potential oscillator, the width (FWHM) of the zero-point eigenfunction ψ 0 (x) at ν = 1 Hz can be calculated as 2(√(-2ln(1/2)/α 2 )) ≈ 40 µm with α = m(2π) 2 ν/h and m the mass of the Ca atom. Hence, at z ≈ 0 the probability for finding the atom is spread along the x-direction over a range of at least 40 µm and that is a lot larger than the 200 nm single-slit width. Does this mean that atom/ion trapping is not suitable to create a subwavelength beam diameter? Well, that is still to be seen.
In any experimental setup -Paul or gravito-magnetic trap -the technological challenge lays in knowing where the ion/atom is located along the x-direction with nm accuracy before dropping it into the single-slit. This challenge or problem has much to do with the procedure that is followed: i.e. first cooling to zero-level at ν ≈ 1 Hz and then later trying to find out where the ion/atom is located by some measurement. In fact, there is also another method for creating a sub-wavelength diameter beam without having exact knowledge of where the ion/atom is in the trap: and that is by using an ion/atom-optical lens. Take now the situation where the ground state eigenfunction ψ 0 (x) stretches over a range of 100 µm (at ν ≈ 1 Hz or lower). After the vertical trapping is switched off, the ion(s) or atom(s) drop(s) down in free fall and could be focused onto an area of just a few nm wide (in the single-slit) using an ion/atom-optical lens [44] in a coaxial arrangement (see also Ref. 45 for more recent references on atom beam focusing). Once the ion(s) or atom(s) has (have) reached the slit, then the atom lens is also switched off so that the particle can interact/diffract freely with the slit. After the vertical trapping is switched off, it takes the ion/atom(s) a time of 45 ms to reach the slit. During that time the ion/atom(s) need to be shifted over a distance of in the worst case ± 50 µm from the outer left and right ends of the trap (or better ψ 0 (x)) to the center of the trap. This leads to an approximate maximum velocity along the x-direction (ignoring the ± sign) of v x ≈ 50 µm/45 ms ≈ 10 -3 m/s and a corresponding extra transverse momentum p x ≈ mv ≈ 0.7×10 -28 N.s which is lower than the upper limit of ≈ 3.3×10 -27 N.s found earlier in order not to destroy the expected patterns in Fig. 3 . Nonetheless, the extra value of ≈ 10 -28 N.s may not be low enough. If so, then I propose the following solution.
Consider a purely theoretical exercise with, for instance, a gravito-magnetic trap [43] with a limited number of Ca atoms in it (dilute BEC) at ν ≈ 1 Hz and with a zeropoint p x for the atoms in the trap far below the upper limit of ≈ 3.3×10 -27 N.s. The atoms will be located in the center of the trap over a distance of, let us say, 100 µm along the x-direction. The next step is then to fire in the y-direction a well-focused and short laser pulse with appropriate wavelength into the condensate so to knock-out the atoms out of the trap in the y-direction, except for those atoms that are within a few µm of the center in the trap so that the width of the condensate is reduced from 100 µm to 2 µm. The consequence for the quantum theoretical interpretation is that the eigenfunction ψ 0 (x) collapses instantaneous and (unfortunately only) temporarily to a Dirac pulse of 2 µm wide, practically without changing the zero-point p x of the remaining trapped atoms. If, however, the collapse would be not temporarily but definite (p x ≈ 0)) then we could use an atom-optical lens to focus this remaining 2 µm wide condensate to an area of a few nm wide in the single-slit. The maximum atom displacement would be only 1 µm during the fall time of 45 ms corresponding to an additional maximum v x ≈ 22 µm/s and p x ≈ 1.4×10 -30 N.s which is far below the upper limit of ≈ 3.3×10 -27 N.s. Note that in the experiment of Ref. 43 not Ca but Na was used. In fact, some first principle calculations reveal that it might be easier to implement the experiment using Na instead of Ca. With a trap frequency ν ≈ 1 Hz and sodium mass m(Na) ≈ 3.8×10 -26 kg the maximum zero-point p x can be calculated as ≈ √(2mE) ≈ 5×10 -30 N.s. In order to make the Na atoms acquire an E k ≈ 41 neV by the time they reach the slit, they need to fall over a height h ≈ 2 cm and that takes a time of ≈ 90 ms. ψ 0 (x) will be spread over a distance of ≈ 200 µm but this is of no relevance as only the 2 µm wide region in the center of the trap is kept in the trap after use of the laser knockout procedure. With h = 2 cm, the atom-optical lens would then introduce a maximum v x of ≈ 12 µm/s and so a p x of ≈ 4×10 -31 N.s which is lower than in the case of Ca atoms. Unfortunately the zero-point p x of the condensate is not ≈ 0 and so the main problem still to be solved is the zero-point lateral drift of the atoms. Note that a zero-point p x ≈ 5×10 -30 N.s corresponds with a maximum v x of ≈ 130 µm/s so that by the time the sodium atoms reach the slit (90 ms later), the atoms may have shifted along the x-direction over a distance of maximum 12 µm, far away from the slit. The solution that I see for this problem is a combination of measures: i.e. lower trap frequency, smaller height h and especially sustaining the laser knockout procedure during a longer time. Let us take h = 1 cm for the case of Na atoms so that the fall time is 45 ms.
This corresponds then with a E k ≈ 23 neV and a λ ≈ 37 nm by the time they reach the slit.
If we impose a lateral drift of just a few nm during the 45 ms fall time then this corresponds with v x ≈ 44 nm/s. Next question is how long must the laser knockout then last in order to select those atoms with a maximum v x ≈ 44 nm/s? Let us take a width of 2 µm in the center of the condensate that is not knocked out by the laser; all atoms which end up outside this 2 µm region are then being removed. If the atom removal is sustained for a time of 2 µm / 44 nm/s ≈ 45 seconds, then the remaining atoms in the trap will not only be known to be in the 2 µm region but will also have a maximum v x ≈ 44 nm/s. After 45 s the (vertical) trapping (and cooling) can be switched off and the remaining atoms are then atom-optically focused into the single-slit. This laser removal procedure, which is sustained for 45 s, entails not only a collapse of ψ 0 (x) -to a Dirac pulse of 2 µm wide -but also a zero-point momentum (p x ) collapse. In conclusion, the explained procedure in combination with trap frequencies even lower than 1 Hz has in my view the potential for generating an atom beam with sub-wavelength diameter.
Another very promising technology for implementing an atom beam with subwavelength diameter is the Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM). Already in 1991 Eigler et al. [46] succeeded in picking up single Xenon (Xe) and Platinum (Pt) atoms from a substrate using a STM tip and then deposit them back with Ångström accuracy at another location on the substrate by applying a voltage pulse to the STM tip so to eject the atom off the tip. For a more recent overview see also the work of Meyer et al. [47] . This STM single atom ejection could be fine tuned for the purpose of generating the necessary sub-wavelength diameter atom beam. Before doing this it is noteworthy to mention that the work done by Eigler and other research teams later required a current between the substrate and the STM tip in order to move the target atom (Xe, Pt) from the substrate to the tip and back. Hence, the substrate in their cases was electrically conducting. In the case of this single-slit experiment the slit itself is empty space and not conducting at all. Nevertheless, an atom at the tip of a STM can be ejected into empty space or onto an insulating substrate in a field-evaporative way: i.e., the atom at the tip can be evaporated or ejected away from the tip by use of a high amplitude voltage pulse. In field-evaporative mode the amplitude of the voltage pulse runs in the order of Volts while with a conducting substrate this voltage is a lot lower. As a good starting point, relatively recent research and interesting references in field-evaporation can be found in the work of Park et al. [48] and Tsong et al. [49] .
The STM experiment I would like to propose is the following. A single Ca atom (or any other type of atom for that matter) could be picked up by the STM tip and positioned with nm accuracy above the 200 nm wide single-slit at a particular xcoordinate. The z-distance (height) between the STM tip and single-slit plate must be in the order of one or just a few µm. Then the atom is ejected downwards, so vertically and parallel along the z-direction, and passes the slit at a particular x-coordinate. The energy with which the atoms are ejected from the STM tip is roughly determined by the duration and the amplitude of the applied voltage pulse. Therefore, the pulse amplitude and duration can be adjusted so that this energy with which the atom is ejected from the tip should be approximately 41 neV as calculated earlier. The same procedure repeats itself and the next atom that is picked up is then also ejected with about the same energy (≈41 neV) into the single-slit at the same x-coordinate as the previous atom(s). Underneath the single-slit there is the substrate onto which the atoms can fall and remain stuck to form the in Fig. 3 expected density profile. This is basically the proposed experiment. One issue to pay attention to is the fact that p x (and maybe also p y ) must be significantly smaller than ≈ 3.3×10 -27 N.s, a necessary condition for observing the expected curves in Fig. 3 , and this may require extra research in the design of the STM tip. Nevertheless, in the field of STM the basic technology is definitely available to try to perform the proposed experiment. In fact, according to my view STM technology is probably the easiest technology to implement the single-slit experiment, although the experiment would need to be implemented in ultra high vacuum (UHV) and at a very low temperature (< 4 K).
Up until now two types of experiments were studied: i.e. with photons who's rest mass is zero and with Ca + ions en Ca atoms with a (large) rest mass. However, one could also take quantum systems with a rest mass in between the two extremes, such as electrons. Let us have a quick look at Weyland's Ph.D. Thesis [20] , Chapter 3, Fig. 3.7 . In one of the sub-pictures an electron beam diameter of 0.28 nm at 3.99 keV is shown. At that energy the beam diameter is only 14 times larger than the electron's wavelength λ = 0.02 nm. Noteworthy to mention is that this beam is accomplished using the CM300-FEG-(S)TEM scanning e-beam device from Philips which is an ordinary commercially available technology and not even state of the art anymore. With exactly the same (S)TEM the beam diameter could even be significantly lower (with the same energy) if it wasn't from the additional magnetic coils and other things in the (S)TEM which is necessary for scanning the e-beam over the sample under investigation. Furthermore, there is also a technique to drastically decelerate the electron speed of the beam, called retarding field optics. Horden et al. [50] worked out an improved form of this technique so to avoid deformation of the beam during retardation. The possibility that I see is to fine tune and further develop this retarding technique so to retard, for instance, the above 0.28 nm-3.99 keV beam to an energy of, let us say, 0.1 eV which would correspond with λ = 3.9 nm. If then the beam diameter of 0.28 nm would remain unaltered, this would result in a sub-wavelength beam diameter for electrons.
In summary, I would like to emphasize that, although some further technological development needs to be done, the basic technology needed to develop an ion/atom, electron or photon beam with sub-wavelength diameter is definitely available.
Before coming to the conclusion in the next section, there is still one issue I would like to address. One might be tempted to think that just as the slit that is used to prepare a diffraction or interference pattern will modify the incoming beam according to the Uncertainty Principle, the device which prepares the beam must also modify the beam under preparation according to the Uncertainty Principle so that it would be impossible to have a sub-wavelength diameter beam at the slit. This line of thought is clearly wrong and for the following reason. Single-slit and double-slit experiments are typically de Broglie wave diffraction-interference experiments; i.e., there is no electrical nor any magnetic interaction between the slit and the quantum systems which pass the slit (see e.g. the case of neutrons in Zeilinger's paper). Even when the particle-part of the quantum systems is charged as in the case of ion's or electrons, the resulting interference pattern on the screen is a pure de Broglie wave interference pattern which clearly indicates that there is no electric nor any magnetic interaction between the charged particle and the slit plate (see also original paper of Jönsson [17] for technical details). Furthermore, my proposed single-slit experiment is intended to produce only a de Broglie wave diffraction, i.e., there is no electric nor magnetic interaction what so ever between the beam and the slit plate. Question now is how to generate and focus a beam (with sub-wavelength diameter) without interacting with the de Broglie wave of the quantum systems in the beam? Well, one possibility to accomplish this is with the aid of the quantum systems' charge or magnetic momentum (in case of ions, atoms and electrons) in combination with the use of external electric or magnetic fields because those fields interact only with the charge or magnetic momentum and not with the de Broglie wave of the quantum systems. In summary for this paragraph I would like to mention that in my view the de Broglie wave related Uncertainty Principle does not necessarily play a role, depending on the technical implementation of the beam preparer, in the under limit of the beam diameter during the beam's preparation.
Conclusions
There are a few important aspects about the relation ∆x ∆p ≈ h that I would like to summarize. First, the fact that ∆x and ∆p are complementary during the state preparation is due solely to the system's wave aspect and not to any disturbance during the measurement itself nor to any disturbance in direction (or in transverse momentum) during the state preparation. Second, the disturbance on the direction of the system's motion during the state preparation is a prerequisite for introducing the notion of a transverse momentum distribution and thus for observing a diffraction curve. This paper then proposes a single-slit experiment that, if my predicted outcome in Fig. 3 is correct, should give a deeper insight in the wave-particle duality and in the true interpretation of Heisenberg's uncertainty relation and its connection with the notion of disturbance. In the last section a feasibility study is undertaken for the development of a beam with subwavelength diameter. From this study it is clear that the basic technology needed for an implementation of the proposed experiment is available. 
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